There seems to be a view menuitem "access rights" bug in the menu system at least in my horizontal custom PHPlayers menu when having several groups assigned to a menuitem.

How to verify bug:
I have one person assigned to group "Group_a"
and another person assigned to group "Group_b"

I have a menuitem that allows users with group "Group_a" or "Group_b" to show menuitem.

But the menuitem is not shown in the menu for any of the two users.

Edit menu option:
Name: Pictures bla. bla.
url: tiki-browse_gallery.php?galleryId=54
For wiki page, use PageName.
Sections:
Permissions:
Group: Group_a and Group_b SELECTED in listbox
Type: option Position: 52

If I assign the menuitem for one group only it works fine but not if I assign more than one group.
I use Tikiwiki version 2.2

Can anyone verify this bug?
This bug needs to be fixed 😞

Solution

Workaround:
To make identical menuitems, assigning one menuitem for each group...
but a mess to look at as administrator because you see all menuitems 😞

I do not know how to fix as I have not installed a working Tikiwiki development environment yet 😞
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